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Abstract 
In  this  paper  and  in  its  continuation  (Part  II,  this  issue),  we  group,  within  a  unified  framework,  many  applications  of 
the  following  polyhedra:  cut,  boolean  quadric,  hypermetric  and  metric  polyhedra.  We  treat,  in  particular,  the  following 
applications: 
.  8,-  and  I,,-metrics  in  functional  analysis, 
l the  max-cut  problem,  the  Boole  problem  and  multicommodity  flow  problems  in  combinatorial  optimization, 
l lattice  holes  in  geometry  of  numbers, 
.  density  matrices  of  many-fermions  systems  in  quantum  mechanics. 
We  present  some  other  applications,  in  probability  theory,  statistical  data  analysis  and  design  theory. 
In  this  first  part,  after  introducing  the  main  definitions  and  operations  for  cut  polyhedra,  we  describe  the  connections 
with  [i-metrics  and  with  other  metric  properties,  and  we  consider,  in  particular,  the  applications  to  some  classes  of 
metrics  arising  from  graphs,  normed  spaces  and  lattices. 
Keywords:  Cut;  Polyhedron;  Valid  inequality;  /,-metric;  Hypermetric;  Graphic  metric;  Ultrametric;  Isometric  embed- 
ding;  Correlation  of  events;  Measure  space;  Lattice 
1.  Introduction 
In  this  paper,  we  show  that  cut  polyhedra  are  exceptional,  among  other  polyhedra,  by  the  great 
diversity  of  their  applications  and  connections.  The  main  fields  of applications  include:  [l-metrics 
in functional  analysis,  combinatorial  optimization,  geometry  of numbers,  quantum  mechanics.  We 
give  some  other  connections,  in  particular,  with  probability  theory,  statistical  data  analysis, 
multicommodity  flows,  designs.  Another  purpose  of this  paper  is to  present  an  extended  bibliogra- 
phy  on  cut  polyhedra  and  related  areas. 
We  present  more  extensively  the  applications  which  were  not  well  documented  outside  of  their 
specific  context.  For  example,  we treat  at  length  the  connection  with  quantum  mechanics  and  with 
the  Boole  problem. 
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Examples  of important  applications,  but  already  well presented  elsewhere,  include  applications 
of the  maximum  cut  problem  to  VLSI  circuit  designs  and  spin  glass  problems. 
The  more  peripheric  applications  are presented  briefly, but  references  are always  supplied  in case 
of absence  of definitions. 
On the  other  hand,  we do not  cover  at all generalizations  of cut polyhedra  and  their  applications, 
as multicut  polytopes  (with  applications  to clustering  and  qualitative  data  analysis)  (see, e.g., [45]) 
and  cycle polytopes  of binary  matroids  (see, e.g., [24]). Many  complexity  results  are known  on cut 
and  embeddings  problems,  but  we do  not  survey  them  here. 
Our  central  objects  are  the  cut  cone  CUT,,  the  cut  polytope  CUTP,  and  the  boolean  quadric 
polytope  BQP,,  respectively,  defined  by 
CUT,  =  Cone((lxi  -  xjJ)i <i<j<n:  x E (0, l}“), 
CUTP,  =  Conv((lxi  -  Xjl)r <i<j<n:  x E (0, l}“), 
BQPn = COnV((xixj),  <i<j<n:  x E  (0,  l}“) 
(where  “Cone”  denotes  the operation  of taking  the conic  hull  and  “Conv”  that  of taking  the convex 
hull). In fact, the  cut polytope  CUTP,  + I and  the boolean  quadric  polytope  BQP,  are in one-to-one 
correspondence  (via the  covariance  linear  bijective  map,  see Section  2.4). Also,  all the  facets of the 
cut  polytope  CUTP,,  can  be deduced  from  those  of the  cut  cone  CUT,, (via the  switching  map,  see 
Section  2.6). 
Cut  polyhedra  have  been  extensively  studied,  in  particular,  from  the  following  points  of view: 
facets  (see the  survey  [47]  and  references  there),  simplicial  faces (see the  survey  [53]), geometrical 
questions  [26,42,  57-J; see  Section  2.4  for  a  detailed  bibliography.  We  refer  to  Section  1 for 
a catalogue  of definitions  and  basic  facts  about  the  objects  considered  in  the  paper. 
Cut  polyhedra  arise  naturally  in  various  contexts.  We  now  list  some  of  the  main  fields  or 
questions  in which  cut  polyhedra  are directly  involved.  This  will also give a flavor  of the contents  of 
this  paper  and  of its continuation  [46],  and  of the  type  of questions  which  have  been  considered 
about  cut  polyhedra. 
l,-metrics.  The  points  of the cut cone  CUT,, have  the following  interpretation:  a semimetric  d on 
n points  belongs  to CUT,, if and  only  if it is isometrically  8,-embeddable,  i.e., dij =  11  Ui -  Uj  I(  1 for all 
i,j,  for  some  vectors  ur,  . . . , u,  E KY’. Hence,  characterizing  L,-embeddable  metrics  by inequalities 
amounts  to  find  the  valid  inequalities  for the  cut  cone  CUT,,.  More  detailed  connections  with  /i- 
and  L,-metrics  are  described  in  Section  3. 
For  rational  valued  metrics,  z?,-embeddability  is equivalent  to embeddability,  up to a multiplica- 
tive  factor,  in  a hypercube.  For  the  case  of graphic  metrics,  both  concepts  of Li-  and  hypercube 
embeddability  (binary  addressing)  have  important  applications,  in  particular,  for  the  design  of 
communication  networks  and  hypercube  multiprocessors.  For  a graph,  hypercube  embeddability 
of its path  metric  means  that  the graph  is an isometric  subgraph  of a hypercube.  See Section  4.2 for 
details. 
The  next  topics  will  be treated  in  the  continuation  paper  [46]. 
Combinatorial  optimization.  The  cut  polytope  and  the  boolean  quadric  polytope  are  used  in 
combinatorial  optimization.  Indeed,  the  max-cut  problem  can  be formulated  as a linear  program 
on  the  cut  polytope  and,  thus,  the  polyhedral  approach  to  the  max-cut  problem  leads  to  the  study 
of  the  facet  defining  inequalities  for  the  cut  polytope.  Similarly,  the  polyhedral  approach  to M.  Deza,  M.  LaurentJJournal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216  193 
unconstrained  boolean  quadratic  programming  leads  to  the  study  of  the  facets  of  the  boolean 
quadric  polytope.  See  [46,  Section  5.11  for  details. 
The  Boole  problem.  Given  12  events  in a probability  space  (Sz,  &,  p), the  Boole  problem  consists  of 
finding  the  best  estimation  of ,D(A~  u  ...  u  A,)  in terms  of the joint  probabilities  pij  =  p(Ai n  Aj) for 
1 <  i < j  d  n.  In  fact,  the  answer  relies  directly  on  the  knowledge  of  the  facets  of  the  boolean 
quadric  polytope;  namely,  we  have 
&Iru  ...  u  A,)  >  max(wTp:  wTx  6  1 is facet  defining  for  BQP,,), 
where  ~=(~ij)r<isjG~.  See  [46,  Section  5.33  for  details.  The  above  fact  relies  on  the  following 
probabilistic  interpretation  of  BQP,:  a  point  p  belongs  to  BQP,,  if and  only  if pij  =  p(Ain  Aj)  for 
1 <  i d  j  <  n,  for  some  events  Al,  . . . , A,  in  some  probability  space  (s2,&,~)  (see  Section  3.1). 
Quantum  mechanics.  The  physical  state  of  a  quantum  mechanical  system  of  N  particles  is 
represented  by  a  wavefunction  $,  which  is  a  unit  vector  of  a  Hilbert  space  H(N).  For  each 
wavefunction  $  is defined  its  density  matrix  r,‘)(x/x’)  of  second  order.  An  important  problem  in 
quantum  mechanics  is  the  N-representability  problem:  given  a  function  T(xlx’),  when  is  r  N- 
representable,  i.e., T(x  1  x’)  =  l$2)(xI  x’)  for  some  wavefunction  $  E H(N)?  In  fact,  when  restricted  to 
the  diagonal  terms,  i.e.,  asking  only  that  T(xlx’)  =  r,2’(xlx’),  this  problem  is  equivalent  to  the 
membership  problem  in the  polytope  Conv((xixj)i  c i G  j G  ,,: x E (0, l}“, 1 1 c i ~ n xi  =  N).  For  a vari- 
able  number  N  of  particles,  the  N-representability  problem  in  its  diagonal  form  leads  to  the 
membership  problem  in  the  boolean  quadric  polytope.  See  [46,  Section  71 for  details.  Moreover, 
the  dual  of  BQP,,  can  be  interpreted  as  the  cone  of  positive  semidefinite  two-body  operators  (see 
relation  (53)  in  [46,  Section  7.21). 
Multicommodityflows.  Let  (G, H, c, r) be an  instance  of the  multicommodity  flow  problem,  where 
G is the  supply  graph  with  capacities  c, on  its edges,  and  H  is the  demand  graph  with  demands  r,  on 
its edges.  The  instance  is said  to  befeasible  if there  exists  a multiflow  such  that  the  capacities  are  not 
exceeded  and  the  demands  are  fulfilled.  The  well-known  so-called  Japanese  theorem  asserts  that 
the  problem  is feasible  if and  only  if (c -  r)Td  >  0  holds  for  all  d  E MET,,.  Hence,  the  metric  cone 
MET,,  consisting  of  all  semimetrics  on  y1  points,  is the  dual  cone  to  the  cone  of feasible  multiflows. 
When  restricting  the  condition  (c -  r)Td  3  0  to  the  cut  metrics  d,  we  obtain  the  well-known  cut 
condition,  which  is always  necessary,  and  sometimes  sufficient  for  some  classes  of graphs.  See  [46, 
Section  5.21  for  details. 
Hypermetrics  and  L-polytopes.  The  hypermetric  inequalities  are  a  natural  strengthening  of  the 
metric  condition,  which  are  still  satisfied  by  the  cuts.  They  define  the  hypermetric  cone  HYP,,  which 
is contained  in the  metric  cone  MET,,  and  contains  the  cut  cone  CUT,.  The  hypermetrics  d  E HYP, 
are  in  one-to-one  correspondence  with  L-polytopes  of holes  in lattices.  Therefore,  the  study  of the 
extreme  rays  of  the  hypermetric  cone  translates  into  the  study  of  “rigid”  L-polytopes  (see  [46, 
Proposition  6.51).  See  [46,  Section  61 for  details. 
Designs.  Each  hypercube  embedding  of the  equidistant  metric  2td(K,)  =  (2t,  . . . ,2t)  corresponds 
to  some  design.  The  embeddings  of  minimum  size,  i.e.,  in  a  hypercube  of  minimum  dimension, 
correspond  to  special  classes  of  designs  (Hadamard  designs  and  projective  planes),  depending  on 
the  parameters.  These  connections  are  described  in  [46,  Section  8.31. 
Several  additional  applications  are  described,  in  particular,  in  [46,  Section  8.41. 
One  more  interesting  application  of  cuts  is  for  the  disproval  of  the  following  conjecture  by 
Borsuk:  Every  set  of diameter  one  in the  space  Rd can  be  partitioned  into  d  +  1 subsets  of diameter 194  M. Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216 
smaller  than  one.  For  n = 4k with  k prime  power,  consider  the  set X of the  incidence  vectors  of the 
equicuts,  i.e., corresponding  to  a partition  into  two  sets of size tn,  of the  complete  graph  K,.  Then 
X cannot  be partitioned  into  fewer than  1.1” parts  so that  each  part  has  diameter  smaller  than  the 
diameter  of X.  This  is a counterexample  to  Borsuk’s  conjecture;  it is given  in  [70]. 
Finally,  a curiosity  about  cuts  is the  link  existing  between  the  cut  cone  and  Fibonacci  numbers. 
Namely,  the  number  of cuts  on  one  of its  facets  is expressed  directly  in  terms  of the  Fibonacci 
numbers  [52]. 
2.  Objects 
2. I.  Cut and  intersection  vectors 
Set  V, =  (1,  . . . . n}, E,  =  {(i,j):  1 <  i  < j  <  n},  then  K,  =  (V,,,E,) denotes  the complete  graph  on 
n nodes. 
l For  S c  V,, 6(S) c  E,  denotes  the  cut defined  by S, with  (i,j)  E 6(S) if and  only  if ISn{i,j}I  =  1. 
The  incidence  vector  of  the  cut  6(S)  is called  a  cut  vector  and,  by  abuse  of  language,  is also 
denoted  as  S(S).  Hence,  6(S) E (0,  1)“’  with  S(S)ij =  1  if  and  only  if  1  Sn  {i,  j} 1 =  1  for 
1 <  i < j <  n. Therefore,  6(S) =  6( V,,  -  S) holds,  i.e., a cut  can be defined  by any  of its two  shores 
S or  V, -  S. 
.  For  S s  V,, rc(S) E (0, l}(“:‘) is the  intersection  vector defined  by  S with  n(S)ij  =  1 if and  only  if 
i,jESfor  1 <i<j<n. 
l Let  9  be  a  collection  of  subsets  of  V,.  For  S c  V,,  we  define  its  $-intersection  vector 
zn9(S) E (0,  l}”  by  7rY(S)I  =  1 if and  only  if I  E S, for I E 9.  We shall  consider,  in particular,  the 
following  set  families  9:  YZm consisting  of  all  I  c  V, with  111  =  m, and  YGrn  consisting  of  all 
I  s  V, with  1 <  111  <  m, for  1 <  m <  n. For  instance,  for 9  = Ya=  r, n”(S)  is simply  the  incidence 
vector  of S and,  for  9  =  9,  2, rcY(S)  coincides  with  the  usual  intersection  vector  n(S). 
2.2.  Inequalities 
.  For  distinct  i, j, k E V,,  the  inequalities 
Xij -  xik -  xjk  < 0 
and 
xij  +  xik  +  xjk  <  2 
are  called  triangle  inequalities; (1) is homogeneous  while  (2) is not. 
l Given  n integers  br , . . . , b,,  we consider  the  inequality 
C  bibjxij  <  0. 
1 <icj<n 
(3) 
When  cr:=~~<~<,,  I-  b. -  1, the  inequality  (3) is called  a  hypermetric  inequality  and  denoted  by 
HYP,@I,  . . . , bi). The  triangle  inequality  (1) is the  special  case  bi =  bj =  1, bk =  -  1, bh =  0  for M.  Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216  195 
h E V, -  {i, j, k},  of  the  hypermetric  inequality  (3). When  x1  G  i Q  n (bij  =  2k  +  1, the  inequality  (3) 
is  called  (2k  +  1)-go&.  The  5-gonad  inequality  is  Hyp,(l,  1, 1,  -  1, -  1). 
When  g  =  0, the  inequality  (3) is called  a negative  type  inequality  and  when  c  1 < i in  1  biJ = 2k, it  .  . 
is called  2k-gonal. 
l  More  generally,  let  bI,  . . . , b,  be  integers  such  that  G =  c  1 c i < n bi  is  odd  and  such  that  there  .  . 
exists  a  subset  A  c  V, with  CisA bi = $(a  -  1). Thus,  we  consider  the  inequality 
C  bibjxij  < 4(0’  -  1)  (4) 
1 <iij<n 
referred  to  as the  nonhomogeneous  hypermetric  inequality.  The  triangle  inequality  (2) is the  special 
case  bi =  bj  =  bk =  1, bh = 0 for  h E V, -  {i,j,  k}  of  the  inequality  (4). 
.  Givenintegersbr  ,...,  b,,seto=x,,i,,  .  .  bi and  y =  min(  1  c  -  2 CiEs bil :  S c  V,), called  the  gap  of 
the  bts.  The  inequality 
C  bibjxij  < i(02  -  y2)  (5) 
1 <i<j$n 
is  valid  for  the  cut  polytope  CUTP  “+ 1  ;  it  is  called  a  gap  inequality  [75].  The  class  of  gap 
inequalities  includes  the  negative  type  inequalities  (for  0  =  0), the  hypermetric  inequalities  (for 
0  =  1)  and  nonhomogeneous  hypermetric  inequalities  (4)  (for  g  odd  and  when  there  exists 
a  subset  A  such  that  xiEA bi = 4(a  -  l),  i.e.,  for  gap  y =  1). 
2.3.  8,)  Voronoi  and  convariance  maps 
We  introduce  three  useful  maps: 
.  the  e,-map  qPe:  R” +  R”‘defined  by  ~pe(x)=(Ixi - xjI)l<i<j<n for  XE  R", 
. the  Voronoi  map  cpU:  R” +  R(“‘l’  defined  by  V”(X) =  (xixj),  G  i <j  G  n for  x E R", 
. the  covuriunce  map  (pCO:  R (“‘I’+  [WC”“’ defined  by  V,(X)  =  p,  for  x  =  (xij)O~i<j~n, 
P=(Pij)l<i~j<n,  with 
i 
Pii  =  xOi  for  1 d  i < n, 
pij  =t(XOi  + X()j  -  Xij) for  1 <  i <j  < n. 
(6) 
The  subscript  “0”  in  cpf, refers  to  the  fact  that  the  index  “0”  has  been  specialized  in  relation  (6), but 
any  other  index  i E (0,  1, . . . , n}  can  be  specialized  as  well  yielding  the  map  cpc,. 
The  cut  and  intersection  vectors  are  linked  via  these  maps.  Namely,  given  a  subset 
S  s  (1,  . ..)  n} and  its  incidence  vector  ls  E (0,  l}“, then  6(S)  =  cp!(l,)  and  rc(S) =  ~~(1,).  Moreover, 
ifSisasubsetof(O,l,  . . . . n} with  O$S  and  if S(S)  denotes  the  cut  vector  defined  by  S in K,+  1, then 
n(S)  =  %,@(S)). 
2.4.  Polyhedra 
We  define  now  a list  of polytopes  and  cones  to  be considered  in the  paper.  For  a general  account 
of  the  theory  of  polyhedra,  we  refer,  e.g.,  to  [91]. 
l  The  cut  cone  CUT,,  is  the  cone  generated  by  all  cut  vectors  6(S)  for  S  E  V,. 196  M.  Deza,  M.  LaurentjJournal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216 
The  cut  polytope  CUTP,,  is the  convex  hull  of all cut  vectors  6(S) for  S c  V,. Both  CUT,,  and 
CUTP,  are  full-dimensional  polyhedra  in  l!@. 
The  boolean  quadric  cone  BQ,, is the  cone  generated  by all intersection  vectors  n(S) for  S c  V,. 
The  boolean  quadric  polytope  BQP,, is the  convex  hull  of all intersection  vectors  n(S) for S s  V,. 
Both  BQ,, and  BQP,  are  full-dimensional  polyhedra  in  [w”~“. 
More  generally,  given  a family  X  of subsets  of  V,, the  cone  BQI  (resp.  the  polytope  BQP:)  is 
defined  as the conic  hull (resp. convex  hull) of the y-intersection  vectors  #(S)  for S s  V,. Hence, 
for  9  =  yz  r,  BQP,”  is the  n-dimensional  cube  and,  for  X  =  3G2, BQPC  coincides  with  BQP,. 
The  hypermetric  cone  HYP,  is the  cone  defined  by  the  hypermetric  inequalities  (3), i.e., 
HYP,  = 
( 
x E R’;‘:  C  bibjxij  <  0  for  all integers  bl,  . . . , b,  with  C  bi =  1  . 
1  Ci<j<n  lsign  I 
The  hypermetric  polytope  HYPP,  is the  polytope  defined  by  the  inequalities  (4). 
The  negative  type cone  NEG,  is the  cone  defined  by  the  negative  type  inequalities  (3), i.e., 
NEG,  =  x E R’;‘:  1  bibjxij  <  0  for  all integers  bl,  . . . , b,  with  1  bi =  0  . 
lSi<j<n  l<i<n  > 
The  metric cone  MET,, is the  cone  defined  by the  triangle  inequalities  (1) and  the  metric polytope 
METP,,  is the  polytope  defined  by  the  triangle  inequalities  (1) and  (2). 
The  cone  Q,, of the  positive  semidefinite  quadratic  forms  can  be defined  as 
Qn  = 
( 
x  E  [w”:“:  1  bibjxij  2  0  for  all bl,  . . . , b, E R  . 
1  <i,j<n  I 
There  are  several  connections  between  the  above  polyhedra.  An  easy,  but  fundamental,  fact  is 
that  CUT,, + 1 and  BQ,, (resp. CUTP,,  1 and  BQP,)  are in linear  one-to-one  correspondence  via the 
covariance  map  qeo, since  their  generators  are  in  one-to-one  correspondence  via  cpcO.  It  was 
rediscovered,  independently,  by  several  authors,  e.g., [38,66,94]. 
Namely,  let  CUT,  + 1 and  CUTP,  + 1 be  defined  on  the  n +  1 points  of  (0,  1, . . . ,n},  then 
BQn = (~c,(CuTn  +  I),  BQPn = a,W-R+  I). 
It  can  be checked  that 
qc,(HYPn+r)  = 
i 
P =  (Pij)l  <i<jSn:  C  bibjPij 
lgi,j<n 
for  all integers  bl , . . . , b,  , 
R~WJ=,  + 11 =  Qn, 
-  1  bipii 2  0 
1  <ign 
since  p E q,(NEG,  + 1) if and  only  if 1 1 G  i, j $ n bibjpij  >  0 for  all integers  bl  , . . . , b,. 
We  deduce  the  following  inclusions: 
CUT,  c  HYP,  E MET,,,  CUTP,  c  HYPP,  G METP,, 
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Some  of the  above  cones  and  polytopes  can  be defined,  more  generally,  for  an  arbitrary  graph 
G = (V,, E), where  the  edge  set  E  is a subset  of E,. 
Given  a subset  S s  V,, let  6,(S)  E [WE  denote  the  cut  vector  defined  by  S in  G, i.e., 6,(S)  is the 
projection  of  6(S)  on  the  edge  set  E  of  G.  Similarly,  let  7cnG(S)  denote  the  projection  of  the 
intersection  vector  n(S)  on  [WE,  i.e.,  ~cG(S)  =  (Z(S)ij)i 4  i  G  j  c  n,(i,  j)EE  if  i  +j.  The  corresponding  cut 
cone,  cut  polytope;  boolean  quadric  cone,  boolean  quadric  polytope,  are denoted,  respectively,  by 
CUT(G),  CUTP(G),  BQ(G),  BQP(G).  For  the  complete  graph  G =  K,,  they  coincide,  respectively, 
with  CUT,,  CUTP,,,  BQn, BQP,.  The  projection  of  the  metric  cone  MET,  and  of  the  metric 
polytope  METP,,  on  the  edge  set  E  of G are  [23]  the  cone  MET(G)  and  the  polytope  METP(G) 
defined,  respectively,  by 
MET(G)  =  (x  E [WE:  x,  -  x(C  -  e) d  0  for  C  cycle  of  G  and  e E C, 
O<x,dl  for  e E E},  (11) 
METP(G)  =  ( XER?X(F)-x(C-F)dIFI--1  for  C  cycle  of  G  and  FGC,[F~  odd, 
Odx,dl  for  eEE}.  (12) 
We  list now  briefly the main  papers  where  the above  cones  and  polytopes  have  been considered. 
The  metric  cone  was considered  in [13, 14,65,79,80]  (and  references  there),  [69, 78,921  and  the 
metric  polytope  in  [57,74,76,  771. 
The  hypermetric  cone  was considered  in  [S, 9, 18,40,41,43,44,72]  and  the  negative  type  cone 
in  [67]. 
The  boolean  quadric  cone  was  considered  in  [38]  and  the  boolean  quadric  polytope  in 
[30, 59, 81, 82, 84,943. 
The  cut  cone  and  polytope  are  considered  in  [2, 17,20,22,25,26,  37,38,42,49-52,  57,64, 
85,86,96].  A detailed  survey  on  the  valid  inequalities  and  facets  for  the  cut  cone  can  be found  in 
[47],  and  on  the  simplicial  faces  in  [53]. 
The  uniform  cut  cone  (generated  by  cuts  with  the  same  shore  size) is considered  in  [48],  the 
uniform  boolean  quadric  polytope  BQPJN)  in  [59]  (and  references  there),  [Sl,  1011, the  equicut 
polytope  in [34,35,39,97],  and  even  cut  polyhedra  (generated  by the cuts  whose  shores  have  both 
an  even  cardinality)  in  [54]. 
2.5.  Metric  notions 
Letd =  (dij)l  <i<jgn  E [WC;).  It may  be convenient  to view d as a symmetric  n x n-matrix  by setting 
dij =  dji and  dii =  0 for  i, j E I’,,. 
l d  is a  semimetric  if d  satisfies  the  triangle  inequalities  (l),  i.e., d E MET,,  and  d  is a  metric  if, 
moreover,  d,  #  0 for distinct  i, j  E V,. However,  we often  use the term  “metric”  even if dij =  0 for 
some  distinct  i,  j.  We  also  say  that  (V,,, d) is a metric  space. 
l d E MET,  is said  to  be metrically rigid if d lies on  a simplicial  face of MET,,, i.e., on  a face whose 
generators  (the extreme  rays  lying  on  it) are linearly  independent;  d is an extreme  metric if d lies 
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d is hypermetric  if d satisfies the hypermetric  inequalities  (3), i.e., d E HYP,,, and  d is (2k +  1)-gonal 
if it  satisfies  all  (2k +  1)-gonal  hypermetric  inequalities;  d  is of  negative  type  if it  satisfies  the 
negative  type  inequalities,  i.e., d E NEG,,  and  d is 2k-gonal  if it satisfies all 2k-gonal  negative  type 
inequalities. 
d  is  d,-embeddable  if  there  exist  n  vectors  x1,  . . . ,x,  E R”’  for  some  m 2  1  such  that 
dij =  11  Xi -  Xj lip for 1 <  i < j  <  II, where  /I  x  lip =  (Cl  s ,,  G m 1  xh Ip)l’p  for x E [Wm.  We consider  here 
especially  the  cases  p  =  1,2. 
d is hypercube  embeddable  (h-embeddable,  for short)  if dij =  11  xi  -  xj  ((  1 for  1 d  i < j  <  n, for some 
binary  vectors  x1,  . . . ,x,  E (0,  l>“,  m 2  1. 
If d is rational  valued,  then  d is e,-embeddable  if and  only  if qd  is h-embeddable  for some  scalar 
ye  [ll].  The  smallest  such  q is called  the  scale  of d. This  fact is easy, but  crucial,  since it permits  to 
link  combinatorial  and  analytical  aspects. 
For  d E CUT,,  any  decomposition  of  d  as  d =  &&S(S)  with  As >  0 (resp.  &  >  0, integer)  is 
called  a  R +-realization  (resp.  Z +-realization)  of  d;  1s  1s  is  its  size.  The  minimum  size  of 
a R!  +-realization  of d E CUT,  is denoted  as s(d)  and  the  minimum  size of a Z +-realization  (if it 
exists)  of d  is called  its  h-size  and  denoted  by  sh(d). 
If  d =  &&S(S)  with  As >, 0,  then  ~i~~<~~,,  dij =  Cs/Zs(Sl(n  -  ISI),  with  n -  1 <  ISl(n - 
ISI) d  L+n]r+n]  for  1 d  IsI  <  y1  -  1. Therefore,  for d E CUT,,  we have  the  following  bounds  on 
its minimum  size s(d): 
Cl  Qi<j$ndij 
Lfn]  rid 
G s(d)  d  11  Gi<j<ndij 
n-l  .  (13) 
The  following  inequality  is shown  in  [3]: 
C  dijan2(m+1)-n2”-2, 
l<i<j<n 
where  d is an  h-embeddable  metric  on  n points  and  m is the  size of a Z.-realization  of d. 
d E CUT,  is  said  to  be  L1-rigid  if  it  lies  on  a  simplicial  face  of  CUT,,,  i.e.,  d  has  a  unique 
R+-realization  or, equivalently  (in view of Theorem  3.3), d has a unique  [i-embedding.  Similarly, 
if  d  is  h-embeddable,  d  is  said  to  be  h-rigid  if d  has  a  unique  h-embedding  or,  equivalently, 
a unique  Z +-realization. 
2.6.  Operations  on faces 
We  saw  above  that  the  cut  polytope  CUT,,+ 1 and  the  boolean  quadric  polytope  BQP,  are  in 
one-to-one  correspondence  via  the  covariance  map  cpc,. We  now  see  in  more  detail  how  the 
covariance  map  acts  on  the  valid  inequalities.  Consider  the  inequalities 
c  cijxij  <  d,  (14) 
O<i<j<n 
1 <T,  n UiPii  +  C  bijpij  G  d,  (1% 
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where  a, b, c are  linked  by 
coi=ai+3C1~j~.,jzibij  for  1 di<n, 
Cij =  -ibij  for  1 <i<j<n. 
Then,  the  inequality  (14) is valid  (resp. facet defining)  for CUTP,  + I if and  only  if the inequality  (15) 
is valid  (resp.  facet  defining)  for  BQP,. 
The cut polytope  enjoys  a lot of symmetries,  namely  the symmetries  induced  by the permutations 
of  V,,  and  the  switching  maps  that  we now  describe.  The  full symmetry  group  of the  cut  polytope 
CUTP,,  is described  in  [42]. 
Given  a cut  6(A) of K,  and  21  E IX’;‘,  we define  the  maps  R,(,,  and  Y&(~)  from  R’;’ to  R’;’ by 
R5(A)tU)ij  = 
-2Iij  if  (i,j) E 6(A), 
“ij  otherwise, 
r6(A)(v)ij  = 
1 -  llij  if  (i,j) E 6(A), 
“ij  otherwise. 
Hence,  racA)  is an  affine map,  called  switching  map, whose  associated  linear  map  is I&,.  Then,  the 
inequality  vTx <  v  O is  valid  (resp.  facet  defining)  for  CUTP,,  if  and  only  if  the  inequality 
RG(A)(V)TX  d  UO  -  VT&A)  is valid (resp. facet defining)  for CUTP,.  An important  consequence  is that 
all the  facets  of the  cut  polytope  can  be deduced  from  those  of the cut  cone,  via the  switching  map 
C261. 
For  instance,  the  nonhomogeneous  triangle  inequality  (2) is a  switching  of the  homogeneous 
triangle  inequality  (1)  and  the  inequalities  (4)  are  all  possible  switchings  of  the  hypermetric 
inequalities  (3). 
The  switching  operation  was introduced  in  [38]  for  the  cut  cone  CUT,  and  in  [26]  for the  cut 
polytope  CUTP(G)  of an  arbitrary  graph. 
Via the covariance  map,  we have  also an analogue  of switching  for the boolean  quadric  polytope, 
namely,  the  map  pa(A)  =  qcorg(A)~fI  ’  which  is defined  by  ps&p)  = p’ where 
pii  zz  1 -  pii  if  i E A, 
Pii  if  i$A 
for  1 <  i d  ~1,  and 
l-pii-pjj+pij  if  i,jEA, 
if  i,j$A, 
if  iE  A,j#A 
for  1 <i<j<n. 
The map  paca)  acts on the  boolean  quadric  polytope  BQP,  as follows; it transforms  the inequality 
1 XT<  n aipii +  1  bijpij <  d 
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into  the  inequality 
1 <T<  It 4Pii +  1  b:jPij d d’, 
-. .  l<i<j<n 
where 
d’=d-  1  ai-:  1  bij, 
ieA  1  <i<jSn,i,jsA 
ai  = 
ai  -  CjrzA  bij  if  i$A, 
-  ‘i  -  CjeA-(i)  rj  b.  if  i rz  A, 
bij = 
-  bij  if  IAn{i,j}l  =  1, 
b,, 
II  if  JAn(i,j}J  #  1. 
Several  other  operations  on  the  faces  of the  cut  polytope  were  considered,  see, e.g., [26,48,49, 
95,961. 
3.  Applications  in  functional  analysis:  tI-  and  L ,-metrics 
3.1.  The cut cone  and  /,-metrics 
In  this  section,  we mention  how  the  members  of the  cut  cone  and  polytope,  or  of the  boolean 
quadric  cone  and  polytope,  can  be  interpreted  in  terms  of  metrics  and  measure  spaces.  We 
essentially  follow  [7, 121. 
Clearly,  every  member  d E CUT,, defines  a semimetric  on  yt points.  Hence  arises  the  question  of 
characterizing  the  class  of semimetrics  defined  by the  cut  cone.  As stated  in Theorems  3.1, 3.3 and 
3.8, the  semimetrics  belonging  to  the  cut  cone  are  those  that  are L,-embeddable  or, equivalently, 
L,-embeddable  or,  equivalently,  d E CUT,,  if and  only  if dij =  11(Ai  nAj),  1 <  i <j  <  n, for  some 
nonnegative  measure  space  (0, &, p)  and  some  events  Ai,  . . . , A,  E d.  The  corresponding  state- 
ment  for the  boolean  quadric  cone  reads:  p E BQ” if and  only  if pij =  ,u(Ain  Aj), 1 d  i d j  <  n, for 
some  nonnegative  measure  space  (a, d,  p)  and  some  events  Ai,  . . . , A,  E d.  The  polytope  case 
corresponds  to  the  case  when  (L?,&,p)  is a probability  space,  i.e., ,~(a)  =  1. 
Before  stating  the  results,  we recall  some  definitions. 
A measure  space  (Q,&‘,p)  consists  of  a  set  fi,  a  o-algebra  LZZ  of  subsets  of  0,  and  a  measure 
p  defined  on  JZZ  which  is  additive,  i.e., ,LL(  I& a 1 A,)  =  1,  a 1 ,u  (A,)  for  all  pairwise  disjoint  sets 
A, E d,  and  satisfies  ~(0) =  0.  The  measure  space  is  nonnegative  if  p(A)  >  0  for  all  A E &. 
A probability  space  is a nonnegative  measure  space  with  total  measure  ~(0)  =  1. 
If (X, d) and  (X’, d’) are two  semimetric  spaces,  (X, d) is said  to  be isometrically embeddable  into 
(X’, d’) if there  exists a map  4 (the embedding)  from  X to X’ such  that  d(x,  y)  =  d’(+(x),  4(y))  for all 
x, y E X.  One  also  says  that  (X, d) is a subspace  of (X’, d’). 
Recall  that  /I . /I 1 denotes  the  [r-norm,  defined  by  )I  u 11  1 =  c  1 G  j G  m  IUjl  for  u E Iw”‘. 
Theorem  3.1.  Let  d =  (dij), G  i <j G  n E IT!‘;‘.  The following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
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(ii)  There  exist  a  nonnegative  measure  space  (resp.  a  probability  space)  (s2, &‘,p)  and 
A 1,  . . . , A,  E &  such  that  dij  = /.t(Aia  Ai) for  all  1 <  i <j  <  n. 
Theorem  3.2.  Let  p =  (pij)l  G  i s j Q  ,, E Rcn;‘).  The  following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
(9  P E BQn (rev.  P  E BQP,). 
(ii)  There  exist  a  nonnegative  measure  space  (resp.  a  probability  space)  (a,  &,p)  and 
A ~,...,A,,~~su~hthatpij=/t(Ai~Aj)foralll<i<j<n. 
Theorem  3.1 was  given  in  [7]  and  Theorem  3.2 was  given  in [83,84].  This  interpretation  of BQP, 
is already  used  in  [Sl]  for  describing  the  pair  distributions  of particles  in  lattice  sites.  In  fact,  both 
Theorems  3.1 and  3.2 are  easily  seen  to  be  equivalent  using  the  covariance  map.  We  give  the  proof 
of  Theorem  3.2,  following  [83]. 
Proof  of Theorem  3.2.  Assume  p E BQ..  Then,  p  = xsr  iI,  ,,,,n) &n(S)  for  some  &  >  0.  We  define 
a nonnegative  measure  space  (a,  &,  p) as follows.  Let  Q denote  the  family  of subsets  of  {  1,  . . . , n}, let 
&  denote  the  family  of  subsets  of  fi  and  let  p denote  the  measure  on  &  defined  by  p(A)  = xSEA & 
for  each  A  E &’  (i.e.,  A  is  a  collection  of  subsets  of  { 1,  . . . , n}).  Define  Ai  =  {S E 0:  i E S}.  Then, 
p(AinAj)=/t({SECJ:  i,jES))=C  SER  I,JES&  =  pij  holds,  for  all  1 <  i <j  <  n.  Moreover,  if  :. . 
p E BQP,,,  then  we  have  Es&  =  1, i.e.,  ~(0)  =  1, that  is, (a,&,~)  is a  probability  space. 
Conversely,  assume  pij  =  p(Ai  n  Aj)  for  1 <  i < j  <  n, where  (a,  d,  11)  is a  nonnegative  measure 
space  and  AI,  . . . , A,, E ~4.  Set  AS  =  ni,s  Ain  nigs(Q  -  Ai)  for  each  S c  {  1,  . . . , n>.  Then, 
Ai  =  UsTies AS, Ain  Aj  =  (Js:i,jes As  and  D  =  IJs AS.  Therefore,  p  =  c sG (1, .  ...“) &4%(S),  showing 
that  p belongs  to  the  boolean  quadric  cone  BQ,,.  Moreover,  if (a,  &,  II) is a  probability  space,  i.e., 
~(0)  =  1, then  &,u(AS)  =  1, implying  that  p belongs  to  the  boolean  quadric  polytope  BQP,,.  0 
Another  characterization  of  the  cut  cone  is given  in  [7,  123 in  terms  of  L,-metrics. 
Theorem  3.3.  Let  (X,  d)  be  a  semimetric  space  with  X  =  { 1,  . . . ,n>.  The  following  assertions  are 
equivalent. 
(i)  d E CUT,. 
(ii)  (X,d)  is  eI-embeddable,  i.e.,  there  exist  n  vectors  ul,  . . . , u,  E R”  for  some  m  such  that 
dij =  I/  Ui -  Uj 111  for  all  1 <  i < j  <  n. 
Proof.  (i)  *(ii):  Let  d E CUT,,  then  d = 1 1 Q  k ~ m  &S(&)  with  Ai,  . . . , A,,,  >  0. For  1 <  i <  n, define 
the  vector  Ui E R”  with  components  (Ui)k =  &  if i E Sk and  (Ui)k =  0 otherwise,  for  I  <  k  < m. Then 
dij  =  11  Ui -  Uj II 1 holds,  showing  that  (X, d)  is e,-embeddable. 
(ii)  a(i):  Assume  that  (X, d) is L,-embeddable,  i.e., there  exist  n vectors  ul,  . . . , u,  E 174”  for  some 
m  2  1 such  that  dij  =  11  Ui -  Uj 111  for  1 <  i < j  <  n.  We  show  that  d E CUT,.  By  additivity  of  the 
/,-norm,  it  suffices  to  show  the  result  for  the  case  m =  1. Hence  dij  =  Iui -  uj( where  ui,  . . . , u,  E R. 
Without  loss  of  generality,  we  can  suppose  that  0 =  u1 <  u2 d  ...  6  u,.  Then,  d = x1  ~ k c n_ 1 
(uk+l  -  u,)6({1,2,  . . . , k  -  1, k))  holds,  showing  that  d E CUT,.  0 
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Theorem  3.4.  Let  (X, d)  be  a  semimetric  space  with X  =  (1,  . . . , n}.  The  following  assertions  are 
equivalent. 
(i)  d =  ~s&W)f  or some nonnegative  integer  scalars  As. 
(ii)  (X,d)  is  h-embeddable,  i.e.,  there  exist  n  vectors  ul,  . . . ,u,  E (0,  l}”  for  some  m  such  that 
dij =  11  Ui -  Uj 111  for  all  1 <  i <j  <  n. 
Proof.  The  proof  is  analogous  to  that  of  Theorem  3.3.  Namely,  for  (i)  *(ii),  assume 
d=x  I ~ k ~ m  6(&J  (allowing  repetitions).  Consider  the  binary  n x m matrix  M  whose  columns  are 
the  incidence  vectors  of the  sets  Si,  . . . , S,.  If ui,  . . . , U, denote  the  rows  of M, then  dij =  ((  pi  -  Uj 111 
holds,  providing  an  embedding  of (X, d) in the  hypercube  of dimension  m. Conversely,  for  (ii)  +  (i), 
consider  the  matrix  M whose  rows  are  the  n given  vectors  ul,  . . . , u,.  Let  Sr , . . . , S,  be the  subsets  of 
(1,  . . . , n}  whose  incidence  vectors  are  the  columns  of  M.  Then,  d =  1 I Q  k Q  m  &Sk)  holds,  giving 
a  decomposition  of  d as  a  nonnegative  integer  combination  of  cuts.  0 
3.2.  The  cut cone  and L1-metrics  (infinite case) 
In  fact,  there  is a  deeper  connection  between  the  cut  cone  and  functional  analysis,  namely  with 
L,-spaces.  It  was  established  in  [7]  (see  also  [12]).  For  this,  we need  some  more  definitions.  In  what 
follows,  we  shall  consider  a semimetric  space  (X, d) where  the  set  X  may  be  finite  or  infinite,  since 
some  results  remain  valid  in  the  infinite  case. 
Given  a  measure  space  (a,  ~2, ,u) and  given  a  function  f:  fi  +  R, its  L ,-norm  is defined  by 
II  f  II  I  =  s,  I  _I-(@  Ado). 
Then  L1(Q  &,  u)  denotes  the  set  of  measurable  functions  f,  i.e.,  with  II f  II I  <  00.  Hence,  the 
L,-norm  defines  a  metric  structure  on  L1(Q,zzZ,p). 
Given  a nonnegative  measure  space  (a,  &,  p), another  metric  space  (z&  d,) can  be defined,  where 
dP  =  {A E &‘: p(A)  <  co}  and  d,(A,  B)  =  p(A  AL?) for  A, B E JZ$. In  fact,  (~&d,)  is the  subspace  of 
L1(G?,&‘,p)  consisting  of  its  O-l  valued  functions. 
When  D is a set  of cardinality  m, ~4 =  2’  is the  collection  of  subsets  of  0  and  p is the  cardinality 
measure,  i.e., p(A)  =  1  A 1  for  A c  9,  then  L1 (Sz,  2*, 1. I) is simply  denoted  as e,(m),  or  4,.  Hence,  the 
m-dimensional  hypercube  (K2)m is the  subspace  of  /,  (m) consisting  only  of  the  binary  sequences. 
A  semimetric  space  (X,d)  is  L1-embeddable  if  it  is  a  subspace  of  some  L1(Q, &,p)  for  some 
nonnegative  measure  space,  i.e.,  there  is  a  map  4  from  X  to  L1 (a, zZ,p)  such  that 
d&y)  =  II  4.4  -  4(y)  II  I for X,Y E X. 
Lemma  3.5.  For  a semimetric  space  (X, d), the following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  (X,d)  is L1-embeddable. 
(ii)  (X, d)  is a subspace  of (s$,  d,) f or some nonnegative  measure  space  (SZ,d,p). 
Proof.  The  implication  (ii)  3  (i)  is  clear,  since  (dP,  d,)  is  a  subspace  of  L1(Q2,  &,p).  We  check 
(i) =  (ii).  It  suffices  to  show  that  each  space  L1(Q, &,p)  is  a  subspace  of  (gV,dy)  for  some 
nonnegative  measure  space  (T,  98, v). Set  T  =  D x IR,  a  =  ~4 x B  where  9  is  the  family  of  Bore1 M.  Deza.  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216  203 
subsets  of  R,  and  v =  p @ II  where  A is  the  Lebesgue  measure  on  R.  For  f~  L1 (Sz,  SZZ,~), let 
E(f)  =  ((0,  s) E 0  x R: s >f(w)}  d enote  its  epigraph.  Then,  the  map  f~  E(f)  nE(O)  provides  an 
isometric  embedding  from  L1 (Sz,  &,  p)  to  (gy,  d,,), since  )I  f-  g 11  1 =  v(E(f)  nE(g))  holds.  0 
The  next  theorem  is  an  analogue  of  Theorem  3.3  for  the  general  case  when  the  set  X  may  be 
infinite. 
For  each  subset  Y of  X,  let  &  denote  the  cut  function  induced  by  Y defined  by  6,(x,  y) =  1 if 
1  Y n  {x,  y}  1  =  1,&(x,  y)  =  0 otherwise,  for  x, y E X; so &  is just  the  symmetrization  of the  usual  cut 
metric  6(Y).  Let  9(X)  denote  the  set  of  all  cut  functions  &  for  Y G X. 
Theorem  3.6.  Given  a  semimetric  space  (X,  d),  the following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  (X, d)  is L,-embeddabze. 
(ii)  There  exists  a nonnegative  measure  v on B(X)  such  that d(x,  y)  =  Jgcx,d(x,  y)v(dd)for  x, y  E X. 
Proof.  (i)  S-  (ii):  Assume  (X,d)  is L,-embeddable.  Then,  by  Lemma  3.5, there  exist  a  nonnegative 
measure  space  (Sz,  s?,  ,D)  and  a map  x  H  A,  from  X  to  dP  such  that  d(x,  y)  =  p(Ax  AA,)  for  x, y  E X. 
For  co E Q,  set  A”  =  {x E X:  co E A,}.  We  define  a  measure  v  on  9(X)  additively  by  setting 
v({&})  =  ~((0  E Q: A”  =  Y})  for  each  Y E  X. 
Note  that  o  E A,  if and  only  if x E A” and  co E A,n  A,  if and  only  if 1  A” n  {x, y} 1 =  1. Therefore, 
d(x,y)  =  &4,AA,)  =  u({o  E L?: IA”n(x,y}  =  l}) 
=  /+JJ  E 0:  S,<,(X,  y)  =  l}) 
-4  U  {oEL?:P=  Y> 




(ii)  j(i):  Conversely,  assume  that  d  =  JLincxj  6v(d6)  for  some  nonnegative  measure  on  B(X).  Fix 
s E X  and  set  A,  =  (6  E B(X):  S(s,x)  =  l}  f  or  each  x E X.  Then,  d(x,y)  =  v(A,AA,)  holds,  since 
6(x,y)  =  0 if s$A,nA,,  and  6(x,y)  =  1 if 6 E A,nA,.  This  shows,  using  Lemma  3.5,  that  (X,d)  is 
L,-embeddable.  0 
Let  C(X)  denote  the  set  of  all  semimetrics  d  on  X  for  which  (X,d)  is  L,-embeddable. 
Theorem  3.7.  (i)  C(X)  is a  convex  cone. 
(ii)  The  extremal  rays  of  C(X)  are  the  rays  generated  by  the  nonzero  cut  functions  by  for 
Y  SX,O#  Y  #X. 
Proof.  The  proof  of  (i) is  based  on  the  fact  that  the  direct  sum  of  two  L,-subspaces  is  again  an 
L,-subspace.  Namely,  assume  that  (Xi,  di) is a subspace  of Ll(Qi,  pi,  cli) for  i =  1,2.  Consider  their 
direct  sum  (X  =  X1 xX,,d  =  dI  adz),  where  d((x,,x,),  (yI,y2))  =  dI(xI,yI)  +  d2(x2,y2)  for 
x1, yl  E X1 and  x2, y2 E X2.  Let  (Q  =  Q1 u  fi2,  x2, p) denote  the  measure  space  obtained  by  extend- 
ing  ,Oe,  and  pi to  fil  u  522.  If $i  denotes  the  embedding  of (Xi, di) into  L1 (0i,  -Pei,  pi),  then  we  obtain 204  M.  Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216 
an  embedding  4  of (X1 x X,,  di  0  d,)  into  L1 (s2,  &,  p) by  setting  $(x1,  ~2) (co) =  4i(Xi)  (CO)  if CO  E Qi, 
for  i =  1,2.  Indeed, 
4  od2((xI,xZ),(YI,Y2))  =  &(xITYI)  +  d2(x2,y2) 
= II  41(x1)  -  $I(YI)ll  + II  42(x2)  -  42(Y2)  II 
=  Il4(x1,x2)  -  ~(YI~Y2H~ 
We  check  that  dr  +  d2 E C(X)  if dI, d2 E C(X).  Indeed,  if (X, d,)  and  (X, d2) are  L,-embeddable, 
then  (X,dI  +  d,)  is  L,-embeddable,  since  it  is  a  subspace  of  (X  x X,  dI 0  d,)  (via  the  embedding 
x  H  (x, x))  which  is  L,-embeddable  by  the  previous  argument. 
We  now  check  (ii). It  is easy  to  see that  each  cut  function  lies on  an  extreme  ray  of  C(X)  (it lies,  in 
fact,  on  an  extreme  ray  of the  metric  cone).  Consider  now  d E C(X)  which  is not  a cut  function.  We 
can  suppose  that  d(xI,x2)  =  1, d(x1,x3)  =  CI  >  0  and  d(x,,x,)  =  p  >  0  for  some  x1,x2,x3  E X 
with  o! 2  /?.  Set  dI  =  j  9(x,6(x1,x2)6(x,,  x3)6v(d6)  and  d2 =  d -  dI.  Then,  dl,d2  E C(X)  by 
Theorem  3.6. But  dI(xI,x2)  =  i(l  +  CI  -  /?) >  0, since  ZG(X~,X~)S(X~,X~)  =  &x1,x2)  +  6(x1,x3)  - 
8(x2,  x3)  for  each  cut  function  6. Also,  dI (x2, x3)  =  0 and  d2(x2,  x3)  =  p. Therefore,  d does  not  lie 
on  an  extreme  ray  of  C(X)  since  d =  dI  +  d2 where  dI  and  d2 are  not  proportional  to  d.  17 
In  the  case  X  is finite,  the  following  result  is immediate  consequence  of Theorems  3.3 and  3.6 (or 
of  Theorems  3.1,  3.3  and  Lemma  3.5). 
Theorem  3.8.  Let  X  =  { 1,  . . . ,n}  be  a finite  set  and  let  d  be  a  semimetric  on  X.  The  following 
assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  (X,d)  is L1-embeddable. 
(ii)  (X,d)  is L,-embeddable. 
(iii)  d E CUT,. 
In  fact,  even  for  X  infinite,  the  study  of  the  L,-embeddable  semimetrics  on  X  can  be  reduced  in 
some  sense  to  the  finite  case  and  thus  to  the  study  of  the  cut  cone.  Indeed,  based  on  the  fact  that 
C(X)  is closed  for  the  topology  of  the  pointwise  convergence,  it  was  shown  in  [31]  that  (X,d)  is 
L,-embeddable  if  and  only  if  (Y, dly) is  L,-embeddable  for  each  finite  subset  Y  of  X,  where 
dlY denotes  the  restriction  of  d to  the  set  Y. 
Let  d be  defined  on  a  set  X;d  is said  to  be  hypermetric  if its  restriction  to  any  finite  subset  Y of 
X is hypermetric,  i.e. c  1 G  i < j G  n bibjd(xi,  xi)  <  0 for  all integers  bl,  . . . , b, with  c  1 Q  i $ n bi =  1, for  all 
Xl,  ..*,  x,  E  X  and  all  y1  2  1.  Let  HYP(X)  denote  the  set  of  the  hypermetrics  d  on  X.  Then, 
C(X)  G  HYP(X)  holds  clearly.  However,  the  inclusion  is,  in  general,  strict,  for  instance,  if 
7 <  1  XI  <  cc  or  if X  the  set  of  nonnegative  integers. 
However,  there  are  many  examples  of classes  of semimetric  spaces  (X, d) for  which  the  properties 
of being  hypermetric  and  L,-embeddable  are  equivalent.  Such  examples  are  given  in  Section  4; see 
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4.  Metric  properties 
In  this  section,  we  give  a hierarchy  of metric  properties,  together  with  examples  showing  the 
irreversibility  of  the  one-way  implications.  Then,  we  consider  three  classes  of  metrics:  graphic 
metrics,  metrics  from  normed  spaces,  metrics  from  lattices,  for  which  the  hierarchy  partially 
collapses. 
4.1.  A hierarchy  of metric properties 
In  this  section,  we consider  several  metric  properties,  in particular,  hypermetricity,  hypercube, 
/,-  and  e,-embeddability,  ultrametricity,  the  negative  type,  four-point  and  rigidity  conditions.  We 
indicate  which  implications  exist  among  them. 
We first recall  some  facts  about  the  cut  lattice,  graphic  metrics,  ultrametrics  and  the  four-point 
condition. 
Let  L,  denote  the  cut  lattice, consisting  of the  integer  combinations  &&S(S),  & integer,  of the 
cut vectors  of K,.  It is easy to check  that,  for d integral,  d E L,  if and  only  if d satisfies the following 
parity  condition: 
dij +  dik +  d,  s  0  (mod2)  for  i,j,k  E V,.  (16) 
Therefore,  every  h-embeddable  metric  satisfies  the  above  parity  condition. 
Given  a  graph  G =  (V,E),  its  path  metric  do  is defined  by  letting  d,(i,j)  denote  the  length  of 
a shortest  path  from  i to j in G, for i, j  E V. If nonnegative  weights  w, are assigned  to the  edges  e of 
G, the  path  metric  of the  weighted  graph  (G, w) is defined  similarly  by defining  the  length  of a path 
as the  sum  of the  weights  of its edges.  When  its path  metric  is Lr-embeddable,  we also  say that  the 
graph  is an dI-graph.  A metric  is called  graphic  if it is the path  metric  of some  graph.  Specific results 
on  graphic  metrics  are  grouped  in  Section  4.2. 
A metric  d is called  ultrametric  if it satisfies  the  condition 
dij  <  maX(dik,  djk)  (17) 
for  all  distinct  i, j,k,  i.e., each  triangle  is isoceles  with  the  third  side  shorter  or  equal  to  the  two 
others;  this  implies  that  any  two  distinct  balls  with  the  same  radius  are  disjoint.  See  [S]  and 
references  there  for  a  description  of  applications  of  ultrametric  spaces.  An  important  class  of 
ultrametric  spaces  arises  from  valuated  fields  (see,  e.g.,  [33]).  Let  F  be  a  field  and  let  I* 1 be 
a non-archimedean  valuation  on F  (e.g., the p-adic  valuation  on the field of p-adic  numbers),  i.e., I* 1 
is a map  from  F  to  R,  satisfying: 
l Ja(=Oifandonlyifa=Ofora~F, 
l labI =  Ial Ib( for  a,b  E F, 
l la +  1) <  1 for  all a E F  such  that  la( <  1, or  equivalently,  la +  b( <  max(lal,Ibl)  for  a,b  E F. 
Then,  d(a, b) =  (a -  b I defines  an  ultrametric  on  F. 
Ultrametrics  can  be  represented  by  weighted  trees  in  the  following  way  (see [S]). 
Let  T  =  (V, E)  be a rooted  tree  with  root  r E I/ and  let X denote  its set of leaves (nodes  of degree 
1) other  than  the  root.  Let  w,,  e E E,  be  nonnegative  weights  assigned  to  the  edges  of  T  and  let 
dT,,, denote  the path  metric  of the  weighted  tree (T,  w). We suppose  that  dT,Jr,  x)  =  h for all leaves 
x E X,  for  some  constant  h,  called  the  height  of  the  tree;  then,  the  weighted  tree  is  called 206  M.  Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216 
a dendogram  (or  indexed  hierarchy).  The  height  h(v) of  a node  u of  T  is defined  as  the  length  of 
a shortest  path  connecting  u to a leaf of T. A metric  space (X, d,)  is defined  on the  set X of leaves by 
defining  dx(x,  y) as the  height  of the  first predecessor  of the leaves x, y. Then,  dx is ultrametric  and, 
moreover,  every  ultrametric  is of the  form  dx  for  some  dendogram. 
This  tree  representation  for  ultrametrics  is used  in classification  theory,  especially  in taxonomy 
(see [61]  and  references  there  for  details). 
We give another  connection  with  weighted  trees. The  following  condition  is called  the four-point 
condition: 
dij + &  < max(dik  +  djl, dil +  djk)  (18) 
for  i,  j, k, E  E V,.  It  implies  the  triangle  inequality  (1) (for  k =  1). 
The  metrics  satisfying  the four-point  condition  (18) are exactly  the path  metrics  of weighted  trees 
(with  nonnegative  weights);  for  this  reason,  they  are  also  called  tree metrics. 
It is easy to  see that  condition  (17) implies  condition  (18), i.e., every  ultrametric  satisfies  the four- 
point  condition.  Actually,  every  tree  metric  can  be  characterized  in  terms  of  an  associated 
ultrametric  (see [21]).  Given  r E V, and  a constant  c >  max(dij:  i, j E V,) define  d(‘) by 
di5’ =  c + i(dij  -  dir -  dj,)  for  i, j E V,. 
Then,  d is a tree  metric,  i.e., satisfies  the  four-point  condition  (18), if and  only  if d”’ is ultrametric. 
Observe  that  each  ultrametric  d  is  ez-embeddable  (indeed,  if d  is ultrametric,  then  d2  too  is 
ultrametric  and,  thus,  of  negative  type,  implying  that  d  is  e2-embeddable;  see  Table  1 for  the 
implications).  In  fact,  it is easy  to  check  that 
d is ultrametric  e  d” is ultrametric  for  all a E R+ 
e  d” is L,-embeddable  for  all a E R+ 
o  d” is a metric  for  all a E R,. 
The  inequality  min(m:  d is ez-embeddable  into  IV’) <  II -  1, holds  for all L,-metrics  with equality 
for  ultrametrics  [68]. 
We  summarize  in  Table  1  the  implications  existing  between  the  various  metric  properties 
considered  here. 
First,  we  add  some  examples  showing  that  the  one-way  implications  shown  in  Table  1 are 
irreversible,  and  some  additional  remarks.  P,, denotes  the  path  on  n nodes  and  C,  the  cycle  on 
y1  nodes. 
l If d is (2k  +  1)-gonal,  then  d is (2k  +  2)-gonal;  if d is (n +  3)-gonal,  then  d is (n +  1)-gonal  [37]. 
Counterexamples  to  the  reverse  implications  are  given  in  [12].  For  instance,  if d  is  the  path 
metric  of K7  -  C4,  then  d is 5-gonal  but  not  7-gonal. 
l The  equivalence:  d is e2-embeddable  -S  d2 E NEG,,  was  proved  in  [89,90]. 
l Let d be the path  metric  of K4  -  P3, then  d E CUT,,, but  d2 #NEG,;  also, d is metrically  rigid, but 
not  h-embeddable. 
l Let  d be  the  path  metric  of K7  -  P3,  or  K7  -  P4,  or  K 7 -  C5,  then  d E HYP,,  but  d$CUT,,. 
l Let  d be  the  path  metric  of K 5 -  KS,  or  K 9 -  P3, then  d E NEG,,  but  d$HYP,. M.  Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216  207 
Table  1 
d  is  f2-embeddable 
u 
d  is  Lr-embeddable 
d  E MET, 
d  has  one  positive  eigenvalue 
d  is  metrically  rigid 
u 
d is  [r-rigid  (if  d  E CUT,) 
u 
d  is  h-rigid 
(if d  is  h-embeddable) 
0  d2  E NEG,  e  d  is  ultrametric 
u  8 
0  d E CUT,  d”EMET,forallaER+ 
U  u 
-e=  d E HYP,  d  is  the  path  metric 
of  a  weighted  tree 
u  a 
c:  d E NEG,  d  is  the  path  metric  of  a  tree 
U 
e  d  is  the  path  metric  of  a  =  d  is  the  path  metric  of  an 
bipartite  graph  isometric  subgraph  of  a 
hyercube 
U 
d E CUT,nL,  X=  d  is  h-embeddable 
u  U 
d E CUT,  and  0  qd  is  h-embeddable 
d  is  rational  valued  for  some  integer  q >  1 
Let  d be the  path  metric  of K7  -  Kg,  or  K 1  1 -  P3, then  d (considered  as the  symmetric  matrix 
(4j)l  <i,j<nT with  dij  =  dji and  dii =  0) has  exactly  one  positive  eigenvalue,  but  d$NEG,.  Note 
that  the  path  metric  of  K,,,  -  K,_  1, n 2  6, has  eigenvalues  2n -  1, -1,  -2  with  respective 
multiplicities  1,  1,n -  1 [99].  Also, the  path  metric  of Kn+2  -  P3 has  one  positive  eigenvalue  if 
IZ  d  9 and  two  otherwise  [19]. 
Let  d be the  path  metric  of P3, then  d2 E NEG,  and  d satisfies  the  four-point  condition,  but  d is 
not  ultrametric. 
Let  d be the  path  metric  of K 5 -  P3, or  K6  -  P3, then  d is eI-rigid,  but  d is not  metrically  rigid. 
The  path  metric  of  K4  is /,-embeddable,  but  not  [r-rigid. 
Let  d be the  path  metric  of K6  -  P2, then  2d E CUT,,n  L,,  but  2d is not  h-embeddable.  The  path 
metric  of K2,3  is not  hypermetric,  since  it is not  5-gonal. 
For  yt =  7,8,  the  path  metric  of K,  -  P3 lies on  a simplicial  face (in fact,  on  an  extreme  ray) of 
HYP,,  but  it does  not  lie on  a simplicial  face of MET,,  i.e., it is not  metrically  rigid; moreover,  it 
does  not  belong  to  CUT,. 
Let  d be  the  path  metric  of  Kg,  then  2d is h-embeddable  and  h-rigid,  but  not  {r-rigid. 
2.  Metric  properties  of graphs 
We  group  here  several  results  on  the  metric  properties  of graphs. 
A graph  G =  (V,  E)  is said  to  be an  isometric  subgraph  of a graph  H  =  (W, F)  if there  is a map 
(embedding)  ffrom  V to  W such  that  d,(i,j)  =  d&f(i),f(j))  for  all nodes  i, j  of G. 
A  typical  question  in  the  metric  theory  of  graphs  is  whether  G is  an  isometric  subgraph  of 
another  graph  H, where  H has  a simpler  structure,  e.g., H is a hypercube,  a half-cube,  or a product 208  A4 Deza,  M.  Laurent/Journal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55  (1994)  191-216 
of complete  graphs  (see  [63,  1001). One  of  the  motivations  comes  from  the  applications  to  the 
problem  of designing  addressing  schemes  for  computer  communication  networks  (see [29,62]). 
Recall  that  the  n-dimensional  hypercube  is the  graph  (K2)’ (also denoted  by H(n, 2)) whose  node 
set  is  {O,l>” with  two  nodes  u, u E (0, l}”  adjacent  if their  Hamming  distance  is equal  to  1. The 
h@cube  $H(n,2)  has  node  set  {u E (0, l}“: 1 1 ii  < “ui  is even}  with  two  nodes  adjacent  if their 
Hamming  distance  is equal  to 2. The cocktail p&y  graph  K,,  2 has 2n nodes:  1, . . . ,2n  and  its edges 
are  all pairs  except  the  n pairs  (i, i +  n) for  1 <  i  <  n. 
It  is clear  from  the definition  that,  for a graph  G, its path  metric  dc is h-embeddable  if and  only  if 
G is an  isometric  subgraph  of some  hypercube.  Also,  do is 8,-embeddable  with  scale  2, i.e., 2do is 
h-embeddable,  if and  only  if G is an isometric  subgraph  of some  half-cube.  Note  that,  if d is the path 
metric  of  the  cocktail  party  graph  K, X  2 and  n >  5, then  2d E CUT,,  (so  K,,  z is an  [r-graph), 
2d E L,,  but  2d  is not  h-embeddable. 
The  question  of  isometric  embedding  is  directly  linked  to  the  problem  of  cuts;  namely,  by 
Theorem  3.4, G is an  isometric  subgraph  of a hypercube  if and  only  if its  path  metric  do can  be 
written  as a nonnegative  integer  combination  of cut  vectors. 
The  following  results  are  known  for  graphic  metrics. 
Theorem  4.1.  The  graph  G is an isometric subgroup  of a hypercube  ifand  only ifG  is bipartite and,for 
all nodes  a, b of G, the set 
G(a, b):=  {u E I/: do(u, a) <  do(u, b)) 
is  closed  under  taking  shortest  paths  [SS],  or  equivalently,  if  and  only  if  do  satisjes  the  parity 
condition  (16)  and do  is 5-gonal  [15]. 
Theorem  4.2.  Let  G be  a bipartite  graph.  The following  properties  are  equivalent  [87]. 
l do  is h-embeddable. 
l do is e,-embeddable. 
l do  is hypermetric. 
l do is 5-gonal. 
l do is of negative  type. 
.  do (as symmetric  matrix  with zero  on its diagonal)  has exactly  one positive eigenvalue. 
Moreover,  every bipartite graph  is metrically rigid [I78], implying that every isometric subgraph  of the 
hypercube  is L1-rigid  [55]. 
Theorem  4.3  (Shpectorov  [93]).  (i)  G is an el-graph  tfand  only if G is an isometric subgraph  of the 
Cartesian product  of some  half-cubes  and  cocktail  party  graphs. 
(ii) If G is an el-graph  on n nodes,  then its scale n is equal  to 1, or is even with n <  n -  2 tfn  >  4. 
Moreover,  if G is eI-rigid,  then its scale  y is equal  to 1, or 2. 
Theorem  4.4  (Terwiliger  and  Deza  [98]).  Let  G be a graph.  Then  its path metric do is hypermetric  if 
and  only  if G  is an  isometric  subgraph  of the  Cartesian product  of some  half-cubes,  cocktail  party 
graphs  and copies of the Gosset graph  GS6. (The  Gosset graph  G  56 is a graph  on 56 nodes arising as 
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The  following  result  gives  a  characterization  of  [r-graphs  within  the  class  of  graphs  having 
a universal  node.  Given  a graph  G,  VG denotes  the  graph  obtained  by  adding  a node  adjacent  to  all 
nodes  of  G.  So  the  path  metric  of  VG takes  only  the  values  1,2. 
Theorem  4.5.  Let  G be  a  connected  graph  on  n nodes. 
(i)  VG is an el-graph  if and  only  if G is an induced  subgraph  of a cocktail  party  graph,  or G is a line 
graph  (i.e.,  G does  not  contain  any  of  nine  given  graphs  [27]).  Moreover,  if  n >  37,  then  VG is  an 
t?l-graph  ifand  only  ifits  path  metric  is Sgonal  and of negative  type;  ifn  2  28, then  VG is an el-graph 
if and  only  if  its path  metric  is hypermetric  (see  [lo]). 
(ii)  VVVG  and  G are  el-graphs  if and  only  if  G is an  induced  subgraph  of  a  cocktail  party  graph. 
The  graphs  G for  which  VVG and  G are  [,-graphs  are  also  classified  (see  [36]). 
Theorem  4.6  (Deza  and  Grishukhin  [41]).  Let  G be  a  regular  graph  of  diameter  2.  The  following 
assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  do  is of  negative  type. 
(ii)  do  is hypermetric. 
(iii)  dvG is of  negative  type. 
(iv)  The  minimum  eigenvalue  of  the  adjacency  matrix  of  G is greater  than  or  equal  to  -2. 
Moreover,  the  path  metric  do  of  a  regular  graph  G  of  diameter  2  is  hypermetric  if  and  only  if 
G =  Knxz  for  some  integer  n, or G is an isometric  subgraph  of a half-cube,  or do lies on an extreme  ray 
of  the  hypermetric  cone. 
The  classification  of hypermetricity,  L’,-embeddability,  and  {r-rigidity  was  done  for  many  classes 
of regular  graphs.  For  example,  all hypermetric  strongly  regular  graphs  are:  Cg, iH(5,2),  K,  X  2, the 
Schlafli  graph  G 27, the  line  graphs  of  K,  and  K,,,,  and  the  so-called  Shrikhande  graph  [41,73]. 
The  following  result  is  an  analogue  of  Theorems  4.5  and  4.6  for  the  class  of  (nonnecessarily 
graphic)  metrics  with  values  1,2,3. 
Theorem  4.7.  (i)  Let  d  be  a  metric  with  values  in  { 1,2).  Then,  d  is h-embeddable  if and  only  if d  is 
5-gonal  and  satisfies  (16), or  equivalently,  if and  only  tfd  is the path  metric  of K1,,_  1, C4,  or id  is the 
path  metric  of  K,  (see  [ll]). 
(ii)  Let  d  be  a  metric  on  n 2  9  points  with  values  in  (1,2,3}  and  satisfying  (16).  The  following 
assertions  are  equivalent. 
.  d  is h-embeddable. 
l d  is eI-embeddable. 
l d  is hypermetric. 
l d  is  11-gonal  (see  [16]). 
In  [56],  a characterization  of h-embeddability  is given  for  a larger  class  of metrics  including  those 
whose  values  are  either  odd,  or  equal  to  2. 
We  mention  another  application  of  isometric  subgraphs  of  the  cube  in  terms  of  oriented 
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Theorem  4.8  (Fukuda  and  Handa  [60]).  A graph  G is isomorphic  to the tope graph  of an oriented 
matroid of rank at most three if and only if G is planar,  isometrically embeddable  in some hypercube, 
and  antipodal  (i.e., for  each  vertex  v, there  is a  unique  vertex  v*  which is not closer  to v than any 
neighbor  of v*). 
Finally,  we mention  some  characterizations  for [r-graphs,  in terms  of the  minimum  size of their 
path  metric  (see Section  2.5 for  the  definition). 
Proposition  4.9  (Deza  [36]).  Let  G be an z!‘I-graph on n nodes and let s(d,)  denote  the minimum size 
of its path  metric.  Then, 
(i)  2 -  l/r&l  d  s(d G  ) d  n -  1, with equality in the lower bound if and only if G =  K,  and in the 
upper  bound  if and  only if G is a tree; 
(ii)  s(do)  =  2  if and  only  if  G  is an  induced  subgraph  of  a  cocktail  party  graph  and  G  is not 
a complete  graph; 
(iii)  ifG  is a tree, then (n -  1)2 < c 1 ~ i< j G  n do(i, j)  <  $(n(n  -  1)  (n +  l)), with equality in the lower 
bound  ifand  only  ifG  =  K1,,_l  and  in the upper  bound  tf and  only if G is a path; 
(iv)  ifs(da)  attains equality in the lower bound of (13), then 2 -  l/rfnl  <  s(do)  d  in,  with equality 
in the upper  bound  if and  only if G is a cycle. 
Note  also  that,  for  d E CUT,,  equality  holds  in  the  upper  bound  of  (13),  i.e., 
44  = c l<i<j<ndij/(n  -  l), if and  only  if d is the  path  metric  of a weighted  star  K1,,_l. 
4.3.  L1-metrics from  normed  spaces 
A convex  polytope  is called  a zonotope  if it is the  vector  sum  of some  line  segments.  A convex 
body  which  can  be  approximated  by  zonotopes  with  respect  to  the  Hausdorff  metric  is  called 
a zonoid. Zonotopes  and  zonoids  are central  objects  in convex  geometry  and  they  are also relevant 
to  many  other  fields  (see, e.g., [SS]  for  a survey),  They  are,  in  particular,  relevant  to  the  topic  of 
L,-metrics  as  we now  explain. 
We first  recall  some  definitions. 
Let  K  be  a convex  body  (i.e., a convex  compact  set) in  lRd,  K  is centered  if it  has  a center  of 
symmetry.  Its  support function  is defined  by 
h(K,x)  =  max(xTy:  y E K) 
for x E Rd. It  is easy  to see that,  if K  is a centered  convex  body,  then  11  x  (1  :=  h(K,  x) defines  a norm 
on  lRd  with  K*  as unit  ball. Conversely,  every  norm  11.  /I on  lRd  is of the  form  h(K,  .), where  K  is the 
polar  of the  unit  ball. Each  norm  1)  * 1)  on  lRd  defines  a metric  d,,  .,, on  Rd, called  norm (or Minkowski) 
metric,  by  setting  d,,  .,,  (x, y) =  I(  x -  y I(. The  following  results  give  several  equivalent  characteriza- 
tion  for  Li-embeddable  normed  spaces. 
Theorem  4.10  (see Alexander  [l],  Assouad  [7]  and  Schneider  and  Weil  [SS]).  Let  II * II be a norm 
on lRd  and let  U be  its unit ball.  The following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  d,, ,, is of negative  type. 
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(iii)  (EP, d,, ,,) is L1-embeddable. 
(iv)  The  polar  of  U  is a zonoid,  i.e.,  11  . I( =  h(U*,  .)  is  the  support  function  of  a zonoid. 
(v)  There  exists  a positive  Borel  measure  p on  the  hyperplane  sets  of Rd such  that  the  norm  (1. /I is 
de$ned  by  the following  formula  (culled  Crofton  formula): 
II  x -  Y II = PKc~~Yl1)~ 
where  [[x,  y]]  denotes  the  set  of hyperplanes  meeting  the  segment  [x, y]. 
Theorem  4.11  (see Assouad  [7]  and  Schneider  and  Weil  [SS]).  Let  II  . II be a  norm  on  Rdfor  which 
the  unit  ball  U  is a polytope.  The  following  assertions  are  equivalent. 
(i)  II * // satisfies  the  Hlnwka  inequality 
IIX II +  IIY II + IIZII +  IIX + Y + ZII 2  IIX + Y II +  I/x + ZII +  IIY + z/I 
for  all  x, y, z E Rd. 
(ii)  d,,.,, is 7-gonal. 
(iii)  The  polar  of  U  is a zonotope. 
(iv)  (Rd,dII.,,)  is L1- embeddable. 
These  results  can  be  partially  extended  to  the  more  general  concept  of  projective  metrics. 
A continuous  metric  d on  [Wd  is called  a  projective  metric  if it  satisfies  d(x,  z)  =  d(x,  y)  + d(y,  z) for 
any  collinear  points  x,y,z  lying  in  that  order  on  a  common  line.  Clearly,  every  norm  metric  is 
projective.  The  cone  of  projective  metrics  is the  object  considered  by  the  unsolved  fourth  Hilbert 
problem  in  KY (see  [1,4]). 
There  is the  following  characterization  of  L,-embeddability  for  projective  metrics. 
Theorem  4.12  (Alexander  Cl]).  Let  d  be  a  projective  metric  on  Rd.  The  following  assertions  are 
equivalent. 
(i)  d  is hypermetric. 
(ii)  There  exists  a positive  Bore1  measure  ,u on  the  hyperplane  sets  of  Rd  satisfying 
p([[x]])  =  0  for  all  x  E Rd, 
0 < AKx, yll) < 03  for  all x # y E Rd, 
such  that  0,~)  = PKCX,YII)  f  or  x,y  E IWd.  (As  in  Theorem  4.10,  [[x,y]]  is  the  set  of  hyperplanes 
that  meet  the  segment  [x,  y].) 
(iii)  (rWd,  d)  is L  -  I  embeddable  (namely,  d(x,  Y) = PKCX,  ~11) =  P(CCO,  xl1  ACCO,  ~11)). 
Remark  that,  for  d  = 2, Theorem  4.12(ii)  always  holds,  i.e.,  every  projective  metric  on  [w2 is 
L,-embeddable.  On  the  other  hand,  the  projective  metric  arising  from  the  norm 
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4.4.  L 1  -metrics from  lattices 
We give in this  section  results  on  the metrics  arising  from  lattices.  A good  reference  on  lattices  is 
cw  . 
Let  (L, 5)  be a lattice  (possibly  infinite),  i.e., a partially  ordered  set in which  any  two  elements 
x, y E L  have  a join  x v y and  a meet  x A y. A valuation  on  L  is a function  2)  : L +  R + satisfying 
u(x v y) + u(x A y) = u(x) + u(y) 
for  all  x, y E L.  The  valuation  v  is  isotone  of  u(x) <  v(y)  whenever  x I  y  and  it  is  positive  if 
v(x) <  u(y) whenever  x I  y, x #  y. Set 
d”(X,  Y)  =  v(x  v  Y)  -  @  A  Y) 
for x, y E L. Then,  (L, d,) is a semimetric  space if u is an isotone  valuation  on L and  (L, d,) is a metric 
space if u is a positive  valuation  on L; in the latter  case, L is called  a metric lattice (see [28]). Clearly, 
every  metric  lattice  is modular, i.e., satisfies  x A (y v z) =  (x A  y)  v  z  for all x, y, z. The  metric  lattices 
which  are  distributive  are  characterized  in  [71]. 
Theorem 4.13.  Let  L  be  a  metric  lattice  with  positive  valuation  u.  The  following  assertions  are 
equivalent. 
(i) L  is a distributive  lattice. 
(ii) (L, d,)  is S-gonal. 
(iii) (L, d,)  is hypermetric. 
(iv)  (L, d,)  is L1-embeddable. 
Proof.  It  suffices  to  show  the  implications  (ii) a(i)  and  (i) 3  (iv). 
(ii) a(i):  Using  th e  d  fi  ‘t’  e  m  ion  of  the  valuation  u and  applying  the  5gonal  inequality  to  the 
points  tI  = x v y, t2 = x A  y,  t3 = z, s1 = x, s2 = y, we  obtain  the  inequality 
2(U(X  V  y  V  Z)  -  U(X  A  y  AZ))  <  U(X  V  y)  +  U(X  V  Z)  +  U(y  V  Z)  -  U(X  A  y)  -  U(X  A  2)  -  U(y  A  Z). 
By applying  again  the  5gonal  inequality  to  the  points  tI  = x, t2 = y, t3 = z, s1 = x v y, s2 = x A  y, 
we  obtain  the  reverse  inequality.  Therefore,  the  equality  holds  in the  above  inequality.  In fact, this 
condition  of equality  is equivalent  to  L  being  distributive  (see [28]). 
(i) *(iv):  Take  a finite  subset  LO of L.  We  show  that  (L,,  d,) is L,-embeddable.  Let  K  be  the 
sublattice  of L  generated  by  LO. Suppose  K  has  length  n. Then,  K  is isomorphic  to  a ring  M  of 
subsets  of a set  X, 1x1 =  n (“ring”  means  closed  under  u  and  n).  Via this  isomorphism,  we have 
a valuation,  again  denoted  by  u, defined  on  Jlr.  We  can  assume,  without  loss  of generality,  that 
u(8) =  0. Then,  u can  be extended  to a valuation  u* on 2’  satisfying  u*(S) = cxps u*((x}) for S c  X. 
Now,  if x w  S, is the  isomorphism  from  K to JY, then  we have  the embedding  x I-+  S, from  (Lo, d,) 
to  (2’, u*)  which  is  isometric.  Indeed,  d,(x, y) = u(x v y) -  u(x A y) = u(S, US,)  -  u(S, n S,)  = 
u*(S,uS,)  L  u*(S,nS,)  = u*(S,AS,).  This  shows  that  every  finite  subset  of (L,d,)  is L,-embedd- 
able,  and  thus  (L, d,) is L,-embeddable.  q 
The  following  example  was given  in [6].  Let L  be the  set of positive  integers  with  order  relation 
x 5  y if x divides  y. Then,  x A y is the g.c.d. of x and  y, x v y is their  1.c.m. and  (L, 5)  is a distributive M.  Deza,  M.  LaurentJJournal  of  Computational  and  Applied  Mathematics  55 
lattice.  Hence,  (L, d,)  is  L,-embeddable  for  every  positive  valuation 
u(x) =  logx  is a positive  valuation  on  L,  hence 
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v  on  L.  For  instance, 
is L,-embeddable. 
The  following  result  was  proved  in  [6,7];  it implies  Theorem  4.13. 
Theorem  4.14.  Let  (S, v)  be  a  commutative  semigroup.  Given  v: S I-+ R,  set  d,(x,  y) =  2u(x v y) 
-  v(x v x) -  v(y  v y) for  x,y  E S. Suppose  that  either  S  is a  group,  or  x v  ...  v x  =  x for  all  x E S, 
where  the join  x v  “.  v x is repeated  2n times,  for  some  integer  n >  1. Then,  the following  assertions 
are  equivalent. 
(i) (S,d,)  is L,-embeddable. 
(ii) (S,d,)  is of  negative  type. 
This  result  applies,  in particular,  to the case when  S is a subset  of a lattice  L which  is stable  under 
the join  operation  v  of L  and  contains  the least element  of L.  Therefore,  when  applied  to S =  L,  it 
gives that,  for  a metric  lattice  L,  (L,d,)  is of negative  type  if and  only  if (L,d,)  is L,-embeddable. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  following  two  examples  of metrics,  defined  in a similar  way as the  metric 
d,  from  Theorems  4.13 and  4.14, are  not  Lr-embeddable  (in fact,  they  are  not  5-gonal)  [6]. 
l d(A,B)  =  log(lAI)  +  log(lBI)  -  2log(lAnBI),  f  or  subgroups  A,B  of a finite  group. 
l d(PI,  S$)  =  2H(PI  v 9J  -  II  -  H(P&  for  measurable  partitions  of  a  set,  where  H  is  the 
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